
9 Panels 
when open
（145cm x 123cm, 
57.08 inch x 48.43 inch）

When folded

Because we use Thin Film Amorphous in Solar Cell Module, we have succeeded in creating a light (3kg/6.6lb) foldable and 
compact product.

The use of Thin Film Amorphous has given our product better power generating 
capability even in cloudy weather or hot temperatures, resulting in an estimated 
10% increase in power generation over a full year period when compared to the 
Crystal System. Furthermore, compared to the Organic CIGS, it is water resistant 
by design and that gives the product superior durability.

The 9 modules are situated just like the Strike Zone in Baseball, so 
even if some of them are in shadow or even damaged, the rest of 
the modules will provide the power.

By placing the current collector at the center, we made sure that the produced 
electricity by each panel has the shortest possible path to it and by making 
them homogeneous we could lower the load between the joints and the 
center and the result is a smaller loss of electricity in the wiring.

It will be usable even if dropped on the 
ground, in the river or sea. (Dropped from 
the height of 1.5meters (4.92 ft) in the test)

Conducting bending and flexion test
(Sheet junction to wires) 100,000 times

We have sealed the Solar Cell with a transparent resin.
Characteristics include being thin (1mm(0.039inch)),lightweight (1kg/
㎡(0.205lb/ft²))and flexibility (Roll)

Lightweight and High Performance ■Solar Cell Module

■Superior Power Generation and Durability by using Thin Film Amorphous

It is possible to produce more energy by 
connecting more nanoGrids in Straight (Series) 
or Parallel connection patterns.

Example) nanoGrid x 4 straight connection　　
72 x 4 = 288w

Charging an electric scooter battery 
(48v.2000wh). It will charge 2000wh of 
electricity in about 13 hours

■Other points

■International Patent Pending

ETFE ：Ethylene Tetra Fluoro Ethylene

Just 1mm(0.039inch)
Unit Weight 1kg/㎡(0.205lb/ft²)

ETFE

ETFE

CELL
Sealing Material

Bending Test
Even if there is a decrease in
power generation, the product
will still produce electricity.

Drop Test
Conducting test for more
than 5000 hours
Usable in extreme weather
conditions (Rain, at the sea,
in high temperatures and high
humidity, extreme cold)

Water resistance test
As specified in IP 57

※（International Protection）

▶

75% of Generator
Surface Area

50% of Generator
Surface Area

The Amount of Generated Power Test

Structure of the solar cell module

Power
Produced

Durability
performance

Compact
Its surface area 
becomes 1/9
（50cm x 42cm, 19.69inch x 16.54inch）
Lightweight 3kg

Ⓡ Bella Solar s Characteristics’

■Sustained Power Generation even in cloudy weather

Crystal system Amorphous

Weightsaving to half weight

△48％

▲

■▼
Method of weight comparison
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「Comparison of Annual Energy Production」
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「Correlation of shadow area and output」
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